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of the ends 7 close to the front edge and
To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, WILBERT HooEY, a adapted to engage the brackets 10 secured
to the inner side of the front, said brackets
subject of the King of Great Britain, resi being
to be fastened securely to 60
dent of the city of Toronto, county of York, gether adapted
and thereby holding the back and
Province of Ontario, in the Dominion of ends rigidly.
form of lock
Canada, have invented certain new and use ing means mayAnybe desirable
used in place of the
ful Improvements in Knockdown Counters, brackets
9 and 10.
described in the following specification and
and 12 are shelves adapted to rest upon 65
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, the11stops
13 and 14 secured to the inner side
10 that form part of the same.
The invention consists essentially in the of the front and back members. The use of
shelves is not essential and any de
novel construction and arrangement of these
parts, whereby the several sections are col sired number may be placed in the counter. 70
lapsibly arranged and adapted to be rigidly In the use of this device the front ends,
5 connected together to form a solid counter. back and top are all made up separately
ends secured by the hinges to the
The objects of the invention are, to facili and the
and the top secured to the front as
tate the handling and shipping of store back
each part having the necessary
counters effecting a saving in cost and trans described,
fasteners secured thereto. The ends are 75
portation, to provide a counter which may folded
inwardly against the back and the
be made in short sections adapted to be top folded
inwardly against the front. The
fitted together to form any desired length several parts
then be laid flat and
of counter, and to devise a counter which packed in a verymaysmall
space as illustrated
may be readily taken apart, knocked down in Fig. 5.
and transported with ease and without dam The erection of the counter is very sim 80
age.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective ple. The ends are swung outwardly as
in Fig. 4 and the top is then laid
view of a counter constructed in accordance shown
and the front brought into position
with this invention. Fig. 2 is a perspective thereon
and
secured
by means of the engaging fas 85
view showing the rear of the counter. Fig.
and if shelves are used they are
3 is an enlarged vertical cross sectional view teners
placed in position before the front and top.
showing the manner of placing the sepa When
thus secured together the whole de
rable sections together. Fig. 4 is a plan vice forms
a very rigid article of store furni
view partly in horizontal section and part ture.
90
broken away showing the front separated
A
counter
constructed
as
described
may
from the ends and one of the ends being be made in various stock lengths, short
folded inwardly. Fig. 5 is a perspective enough for easy handling and any desired
view showing the counter knocked down and number may be placed together to give the
ready for handling.
Like numerals of reference indicate cor required length of counter. This arrange 95
ment also allows of considerable latitude
40 responding parts in each figure.
Referring to the drawings, 1 is the counter of arrangement of the counter as it may be
up into several sections if desired.
front which may be paneled or framed in broken
One of the most important features in 00
any desirable manner.
is that counters may be
2 is the top preferably secured to the this invention
without danger of being seriously
front by the hinges 3 secured on the inner shipped
side of said front and to the underside of the injured and further they may be packed in
a much smaller space, thus allowing cars
top.
loaded with counters to be loaded to their
is a suitable molding secured to the top proper
05
beneath the projecting edge 5 of the counter. Whatcapacity.
I claim as my invention is:50
6 is the back which is preferably formed In a knock-down
counter, in combi
with open panels and adapted to support nation, a rigid front store
panel
and a counter top
the back edge of the top 2.
together to fold inwardly the under
7 are the ends pivotally secured to the hinged
side of the top against the inner side of the O
ends of the back 6 by the hinges 8 and adapt front
panel, and the hinges being hidden
55 ed to fold inwardly.
on the inner side, a pair of end sections, and
9 are brackets secured to the inner sides

e
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a back section hinged together to fold in-bers adapted to form the locking means for
Wardly, the inner sides of the ends against Securing same together.
the inner side of the back, said end sec- Signed at the city of Toronto, county of
tions being adapted to have their forward | York, Ontario, Canada, this 25th day of
5 edges abut the rear of the front section and March 1912.
to be rigidly secured by hidden locking mem
WILBERT HOOEY.
bers on the inner side, said end and back
Sections supporting the top and being Witnesses:
rigidly connected thereto, and loose pin
E. HERON,

10 butts secured to the inner sides of said mem-

A. G. KELLY.
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